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JMS ACQUIRES RESEARCH VESSEL DESIGN FIRM
Letter from the President
Dear Readers,
2011 has brought
some exciting changes
to JMS including new
personnel, new
customers and several
new ventures, all of which are discussed
in this year’s newsletter. We have expanded our talent pool with new hires
augmenting our staff’s unique combination of high-end analytical engineering
expertise and practical seafaring experience which allow JMS to deliver rapid and
innovative solutions to complex problems.

The CHALLENGER class of Research Vessels: (top) TIOGA, (bottom L-R) GULF CHALLENGER,
FAY SLOVER and RACHEL CARSON

ENGINEERING & DESIGN
JMS Acquires Roger Long Marine Architecture
JMS is proud to announce the acquisition of
Roger Long Marine Architecture Inc. (RLMA).
The acquisition includes exclusive rights to
RLMA's enormously successful CHALLENGER
class high-speed research vessels. Roger Long,
RLMA's founder and principal designer, has
become senior design consultant for
research vessel design projects.
Roger Long and JMS have
collaborated on several projects in
the past and look forward to merging
their resources and expanding the
CHALLENGER Class research vessel
to new markets. JMS is developing
concept designs of a quick-response
fireboat and oil spill response vessel
based on the CHALLENGER hull.
The R/V GULF CHALLENGER, was
designed and built in 1993 for the
University of New Hampshire and
immediately demonstrated that a
small high speed research vessel can
offer slow-speed efficiency and
comfort equal to or better than
heavier displacement vessels.

Follow-on vessels in this series include the R/V
FAY SLOVER selected as one of the 10 most
significant vessels of the year by American Ship
Review, the R/V TIOGA owned by Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, and most recently
the 81' R/V RACHEL CARSON launched in 2008
and owned by the University of Maryland. With
Engineering & Design is continued on page 2...

Cofferdam being fitted to Battleship USS NORTH CAROLINA
Read about it on page 2...

JMS also acquired Roger Long Marine
Architecture Inc. (RLMA). Roger Long is
one of the most prolific designers of highspeed aluminum vessels for coastal
oceanographic research as well as sailing
vessels, passenger vessels and work boats.
JMS and Roger Long have collaborated on
projects in the past and we look forward
to merging our resources and expanding
the highly successful CHALLENGER Class
research vessel to new markets.
Perhaps the most notable change around
the office will be Captain Jack Ringelberg
stepping down as President. Jack’s
leadership has guided JMS for over 10
years. His vast experience in shipbuilding,
vessel repair, shipyard operations, and
ship design has been an invaluable
contribution to the company’s success.
But it’s not exactly out with the old and in
with the new. Jack and Roger are both
active on a daily basis with many of our
projects. Roger will become a senior
design consultant to JMS’ research vessel
design projects and Jack remains actively
engaged in ship inspection and expert
witness projects and will always be on
hand for a salty sea story or two. We all
appreciate their continued mentorship.

Continued on the back page...

ENGINEERING & DESIGN
a pair of 1,200 HP jet outdrives, the R/V
RACHEL CARSON cruises at 24 knots allowing
researchers more time on station and less time in
transit, resulting in significant savings in time
and operational costs.
Founded in 1986, Roger Long Marine
Architecture is one of the Unites States' foremost
design firms of high-speed aluminum vessels
for coastal oceanographic research. Roger Long
has also been a prolific designer of sailing
vessels, passenger vessels and work boats.
“The CHALLENGER is the only research vessel
designed from the ground up; where the research
vessel science mission was the target. In a field of boats
that haven't lived up to their expectations, every one
of the CHALLENGER class boats have distinguished
themselves by their track records and successes.”
~ Roger Long

Battleship USS NORTH CAROLINA Cofferdam
Design
Armed with nine 16-inch/45 caliber guns in
three turrets and twenty 5-inch/38 caliber guns
in ten twin mounts, the USS NORTH
CAROLINA (BB55) was once considered the
world's greatest sea weapon. As the first newly
designed American battleship constructed in 20
years, the NORTH CAROLINA was built using
the latest in shipbuilding technology at a cost of
$78 million. However, the NORTH CAROLINA
was in active service for only 6 years from 1941
to 1947. The vessel was decommissioned after
World War II and placed in the Inactive Reserve
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50’ Oil Spill
Response Vessel

New designs based on the successful
CHALLENGER class platform.
80’ Quick-Response Fireboat

Fleet in Bayonne, New Jersey, for the next 14
years. Eventually the vessel was turned over to
the USS NORTH CAROLINA Battleship
Commission and established as a permanent
memorial and exhibit for the state's World War II
veterans. The 728 foot Battleship arrived in her
current berth in Wilmington, North Carolina in
1961.
The NORTH CAROLINA has not been dry
docked since 1947 and over time the hull has
shown signs of deterioration with the starboard
bow having the most significant need for repair.
Due to JMS' expertise with diving, salvage and

ship husbandry, JMS was selected by the project
manager, Joe Lombardi of Ocean Technical
Services to develop a concept of using a portable
cofferdam system to make the repair work
possible without the costly expense of placing
the ship in dry dock. This solution would also
allow the vessel to remain open to the public
during the restoration project.
The $2.1 million hull restoration project was
a w a r d e d t o Ta y l o r B r o t h e r s M a r i n e
Construction in the spring of 2011. JMS
engineered and designed the custom-made
steel cofferdam in accordance with the US Navy
Underwater Ship Husbandry manual, Chapter
16. JMS also provided a technical manual
for the guidance on the safe
operation and maintenance of
the cofferdam. The open top
chamber extends 30 feet along
the length of the hull and is 15
feet tall and 7 feet deep. It is
inserted against the hull to displace
water and mud in order to provide a dry
work area for cropping out and replacing large
plates of steel at the Battleship's "wind-water"
line.
JMS designers faced several interrelated
challenges due to the size and characteristics of
the repair area. The repair crew needed to be
able to shift the cofferdam over a 140 foot length
of the waterline in 25 foot increments. The
riveted hull and lapped plates made ensuring a
watertight seal at each location particularly
difficult. The cofferdam's size, the flare of the
Battleship's hull, and the extent of steel to be
replaced required a unique rigging and

3D model of cofferdam and the as-built version for the USS NORTH CAROLINA (BB55)

handling method to be incorporated into the
design. The varying hull sections throughout
this length of the vessel were accommodated
through the use of templated extensions bolted
to the cofferdam face. A custom extension had to
be templated and fabricated at each location.

RESEARCH VESSEL SHIPYARD ENGINEERING
SUPPORT
JMS was tasked by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) to provide engineering and technical
services in support of the scheduled yard period
for dry docking the Research Vessels
GRAYLING and STURGEON at Great Lakes
Shipyard in Cleveland, Ohio. Both vessels were
at the shipyard for 5-year period haulouts as
well as to perform other scheduled
maintenance and modifications.
The R/V GRAYLING operates out of the
Cheboygan, Michigan vessel base and conducts
fish population research activities on the waters
of Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. The vessel is
75' long with a 22' beam and cruises at a speed of
9.1 knots. The vessel is capable of conducting
missions for up to 17 days with 3 crew and 5
scientists aboard. The vessel primarily conducts
fish population and habitat research on Lake
Huron. The R/V STURGEON operates out of the
Cheboygan, Michigan vessel base as well and
USGS R/V KIYI Acoustic Survey

primarily conducts fisheries related
science missions on Lake Michigan
using state of the art electronic
technology and traditional sampling
methods. The vessel is 101' long with
a beam of 24'-9” and cruises at a speed
of 10.4 knots. The vessel is capable of
conducting missions for up to 15 days
with 3 crew and 7 scientists aboard.

R/V STURGEON in Dry Dock

JMS developed the 5-year dry dock
packages for the R/V GRAYLING and
R/V STURGEON for submission to
the shipyard for bid purposes. JMS
also developed the additional yard
period work packages, incorporating
maintenance and upgrades. JMS
acted as the owner's representative,
negotiated with the shipyard
regarding individual job pricing and
scheduling, and provided a total work package
recommendation to USGS for review and
approval prior to work starting at the shipyard.
JMS conducted the dry dock inspections and
oversaw the shipyard period, providing
engineering services and expert advice when
called upon by USGS. Throughout the yard
period JMS provided project management
services, coordinating the shipyard work with
the requirements of the ship’s force, scheduled
re-delivery to the operator and modified the
shipyard work package for additional tasking.
The RV STURGEON was dry docked,
inspected, re-painted, port and starboard
wheels were polished and balanced, and the
starboard shaft was drawn for straightening.
The starboard stern tube bearing was also
replaced and the strut was re-aligned. Bearings

were checked, and through-hull valves were
pulled and repaired as needed. Above deck
hydraulic lines were replaced, chain was added
to the ground tackle, tanks were cleaned and
coatings were repaired as required. The
generators were serviced while being opened
and inspected for any signs of wear or need for
overhaul. Additional air supply ducting was
routed to the main engine machinery space and
the bow thruster ECM was relocated for
reliability purposes.
The RV GRAYLING was also dry docked,
inspected, repainted, bearings were checked,
port and starboard wheels polished and
through hull valves pulled and repaired as
needed. All the above and below deck hydraulic
lines were replaced, the sewage discharge line
was modified to ease operations, repairs to the
exhaust stacks were made and new generator
mufflers were installed. The main engines were
overhauled in place, the reduction gears were
inspected in place and the generators were
serviced and inspected. Some deck
strengthening measures were taken to better
support the existing deck crane, new running
lights and a lighting panel were installed and
the net reel brakes were repaired as needed.

Research Vessel Acoustic Survey
JMS was contracted by the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) to investigate excessive noise
issues aboard the Research Vessel KIYI. The R/V
KIYI is a 107’ steel hulled ship built in 1999. It
conducts hydro acoustic surveys and fisheries
research on Lake Superior. The KIYI is managed
and operated by the Lake Superior Biological
Station with a home port of Ashland, Wisconsin.
The crew and scientists aboard the KIYI had
reported noise issues in the laboratory spaces.
The noise was primarily associated with the
generator and propulsion machinery, and some
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machinery noise was detected on the aft
working deck. An additional reason for the
noise reduction was the KIYI’s operational area;
the vessel often moors in national parks and
recreational marinas where noise pollution
even from generators has become a very
sensitive issue.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of USCG A-frame design

JMS was contracted by the United
States Coast Guard Academy to
design an A-frame for their new 35'-6”
aluminum research vessel. The Aframe has a safe working load of 1,500
lb and will be used by cadets in the
marine sciences program for raising
and lowering test equipment and
moorings. JMS also designed davits
for raising trawl doors when the
vessel is being used for trawl
operations.

JMS conducted a site visit of the KIYI to
determine the baseline noise signature and
conduct a preliminary investigation into the
most feasible noise and vibration attenuating
measures. JMS contracted Noise Control
Engineering, Inc. [NCE], a specialist in
shipboard acoustic measurement and
diagnostics to assist in the assessment.
Based on the results of the noise survey, JMS
identified three primary noise and vibration
transmission mechanisms responsible for the
excessive noise at aft deck and laboratory work
stations. The generator exhaust noise was
considered the most critical of the noise issues
with the potential to interfere with future
research missions. Design modifications
proposed included replacing the existing
generator exhaust silencer with a higher grade
super-critical silencer, extending the height of
the generator exhaust stack and installing an
exhaust barrier and acoustic louvers that are
effective at low frequencies. Noise associated
with vibrations from the fishing gear hydraulic
system were significantly reduced by resiliently
mounting the fishing gear HPU to reduce the
transmissions of vibrations to the aft deck.

Research Vessel A-frame Designs
JMS has extensive experience related to research
vessel design and operation and is a recognized
expert on the subject. JMS has provided
engineering support for weight handling
system design, structural modifications,
mission mobilization, repowering, and systems
integration to a variety of research vessels.
Customers include NOAA, the National Science
Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, the
U.S. Coast Guard (Polar Vessel fleet), the
Department of Interior, the Environmental
Protection Agency, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, the University of São Paulo, and
other major oceanographic institutions. JMS
assisted the National Science Foundation in the
development and implementation of new Rope
and Cable Safe Working Load Standards to
establish operating principals, structural
design, maximum permissible loadings, tests,
and documentation of science research
overboard handling systems.
JMS naval architects understand the
importance of defining science mission
requirements of the vessel and balancing them
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U.S. Coast Guard Academy A-frame

with the operational, regulatory, and budget
constraints. This level of research vessel
experience enables JMS to approach weight
handling systems design, not only from an
engineering perspective but also from an
operations perspective, to ensure
safety and functionality for the
crew and sea-going scientists.
U.S. Geological Survey A-frame
JMS, at the request of Great Lakes
Towing, prepared a design
package for an A-frame and trawl
gallows for a pair of 70' aluminum
research vessels being built for United
States Geological Survey for use on the
Great Lakes. JMS worked with Great Lakes
Towing and USGS to determine design
parameters for the gallows and A-frame. The Aframe and gallows were designed with
emphasis on maximizing working deck space
and minimizing weight.
A-frame Design for New Research Vessel

JMS has provided the Coast Guard
Academy with a finite element
analysis and detailed design
drawings for the A-frame and davit.
In addition to structural calculations,
JMS engineered and designed the hydraulic
system.
JMS will continue to support the Coast
Guard Academy's research vessel by
conducting a stability test for
determining the lightship
characteristics. Upon approval
of the inclining test data, JMS
will prepare an intact stability
analysis to be submitted for
approval and issuance of a
stability letter.

Stability Analysis for New Passenger Weight
Rules
By December 1, 2011 all passenger vessels must
be in compliance with the new Assumed
Average Weight Per Passenger
(AAWPP) of 185 lb. The new AAWPP
has been implemented in response to
several vessel casualties such as the
capsizing of the 40 foot tour boat
ETHAN ALLEN on Lake George in
2005 and the sinking of the World War
II-vintage DUKW, MISS MAJESTIC,
on Lake Hamilton in Arkansas in
1999. Several passengers drowned in
each incident prompting a review of
the stability requirements for small
passenger vessels. JMS assisted the
National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) in the forensic engineering
and the investigation of both of these
incidents. JMS' analysis showed how
passenger overloading contributed to
the instability of these vessels and
how the previous standard assumed
passenger weights of 140lb to 160 lb is
insufficient.

For passenger vessel operators this means
reassessing their vessel's stability with the new
AAWPP and adjusting the passenger capacity if
necessary. If the original passenger capacity was
determined using a simplified stability test, the
original test data may not be available. The
passenger capacity using the new AAWPP can
be determined by re-testing or reducing the
passenger capacity by proportional reduction
(i.e. multiply the original passenger capacity by
ratio of the original passenger test weight to the
new AAWPP). In addition, some vessel
operators may choose to determine the total

allowable passenger weight based on the
original passenger weight and capacity, weigh
passengers as they board, and not allow any
further passengers to board once the total
passenger weight has been reached. Another
option for vessel owners is to reduce allowable
cargo weight as necessary to maintain their
passenger capacity.

RV CONNECTICUT Stability Assessment

Since the new rule came into effect this year, JMS
has provided engineering support to assist
passenger vessel operators in complying with
the new AAWPP, and at the same time,
maximize the passenger carrying capacity.

Other Engineering Projects

Vessels have included a range of vessel types:

JMS Naval Architects & Salvage Engineers has unique expertise in naval architecture, marine
engineering, shipboard operations, salvage engineering, towing, and shipyard construction. JMS
maintains a full time staff of naval architects and engineers with sea-going and vessel operations
experience. This combination of high-end analytical engineering expertise and practical seafaring
experience allows JMS to deliver rapid and innovative solutions to complex problems, only a few of
which are described in this year's newsletter.

·Research Vessel CONNECTICUT, a 76'-6”
research vessel operated by the University of
Connecticut
·COPLEY SQUIRE, a DUKW amphibious
passenger vessel owned by Boston Duck Tours
·The Schooner BRILLIANT, a 65'-6” auxiliary
sailing school vessel owned by the Mystic
Seaport

Customer

Project

Taylor Bros Marine Construction
Saint Lucia Air And Sea Ports Authority
Reinauer Transportation
Aquarius Marine Company
National Crane
US Coast Guard Academy
Crofton Construction
Reinauer Transportation
Boston Duck
Mystic Seaport
Aquarius Marine Company
Waterman Steamship
Maritime Attorney
Reinauer Transportation
US Geological Survey
Marine Salvor
Reinauer Transportation
Marine Salvor
Feeney Enterprises
Reinauer Transportation
Port Of Providence
Village Dock
Mill Wright LLC
OSG
Allied Transportation
Reinauer Transportation
NDI Engineering
Maritime Attorney
K-Sea Transportation
University of Connecticut
Reinauer Transportation
Feeney Enterprises
Poling & Cutler

Cofferdam Engineering and Design
Containership Wreck Removal
Tank Barge Computerized Stability Programs
Crane Barge Stability Analysis
Crane Barge Stability Analysis
Research Vessel A-Frame Design
Crane Barge Stability Analysis and Design Modifications
Tugboat Systems Drawings
Amphibious Passenger Vessel Stability Analysis
Sailing Vessel Stability Analysis
Deck Barge Design
Maritime Prepositioning Ship Loading Manuals
Marine Salvage Expert Witness
Tank Barge Structural Analysis
Research Vessel A-Frame Design
Salvage Engineering Support for Oil Spill Exercise
Double Hull Cleaning Barge Concept Design
Dry Cargo Vessel Grounding Salvage Engineering Support
Hopper Barge Dry Docking Support
Tug Rudder Engineering and Design
Crane Barge Design Review
Crane Barge Inspection And Load Chart
Engineering Support for Heavylift Transport & Tow Plan
Tank Barge Computerized Stability Programs
Tank Barge Hazard Plans
Tug Stability Analysis
US Navy Dry Dock Design Review
Deck Hand Accident Expert Witness
Tug Stability Analysis
Research Vessel Stability Verification
Salvage Engineering Support for Oil Spill Exercise
Ferry Landing Barge Design
Tug Pilot House Design Modifications

Mystic Seaport’s Schooner BRILLIANT

Probabilistic Structural Life Expectancy
Analysis
JMS has been contracted by a heavy lift vessel
operator to conduct a reliability-based life
expectancy estimate for a jack-up deck barge.
This allows the owner to predict a useful life
span of their ship as well as target inspections
and steel renewal. Final results yield
probabilities of fatigue failure for individual
components at 5-year intervals over the vessel's
lifespan. The results are a key component of the
vessel's life cycle management and include
inspection focusing, repair prioritization,
gauging the significance of each structural
failure mode and, ultimately, removal from
service. This approach can be used to predict the
reliability of a proposed new design. However,
for this project, the vessel has already been in
service for close to 30 years and the results aid
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JMS Provided Engineering Support for the
Loadout of Heavylift Vessel BLUE MARLIN

the vessel structure has experienced. Time
dependent reliability is evaluated at discrete
intervals (5 years) for several failure modes:
corrosion diminution, fatigue cracking, hull
girder yield and buckling. This results in curves
of probability of failure versus time for each
structural component. System reliability
analysis then combines the time dependent
reliability of individual components into
probabilities of failure for any component.

The degradation of the ship structure and its
loading are uncertain over any significant
period of the vessel's service life, thus estimating
the life expectancy of a ship structure must be
probabilistic in nature. The determination of life
expectancy can be used to compute the time
statistics for component or mode of failure
needed in major expenditure decision analysis.
The vessel is divided into sections along its
length, typically defined by bulkhead locations.
Types of frames within each section are
identified and discretized into individual plate
and stiffener components. Local characteristics
are defined for each component. These include
section geometry and location, fatigue
classifications, corrosion rates and coating
information. Static load cases are constructed to
mimic typical scenarios over the life of the vessel
as its service has changed. A seakeeping analysis
is performed based on the vessel's typical
historical and future routes. This gives a
probability distribution on shear and bending
moment response in a seaway. These loads are
in turn applied to the sections to determine a
probability distribution of stress levels in the
structure. In addition, static cases are sequenced
to model the roll-on and roll-off of deck cargo.
The number of loads in the vessel's life time is
then used to quantify the number of load cycles
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National Science Foundation Ship Inspection
Program

JMS conducts marine surveys and vessel
inspections to provide valuable information for
vessel owners enabling them to manage
their fleet safely and efficiently. JMS
personnel are certified by the
American Waterways Operators
(AWO) as Responsible Carrier
Program (RCP) auditors and the
Society of Marine Surveyors
(SAMS). Surveys conducted by
JMS this past year include:

JMS continues to support the National Science
Foundation (NSF) by inspecting all the
oceanographic research vessels owned by NSF
and academic institutions for which NSF
provides operating funds. The primary purpose
is to ensure the research vessels in the academic
fleet are capable of effectively conducting
NSF-sponsored oceanographic
research cruises. In particular, NSF
must ensure that the scientific
equipment and systems are both
fully operational and state-ofthe-art with those being utilized
within the scientific community
and industry.

·Condition surveys of ships, barges
and dry docks for preacquisition
purposes
·Structural assessments of aging vessels for steel
renewal and overhaul planning

The missions supported by these
vessels are multidisciplinary
oceanographic research and range from
water-quality monitoring in the Great Lakes to
deep-ocean drilling for geophysical research.

MARINE SURVEY & INSPECTION

the vessel owner in evaluating the remaining
structural life expectancy.

·Research vessel assessments of ability to
effectively conduct oceanographic research
·Vessel safety inspections
·Sea trials
·Tow surveys and planning
·Safety management system audits
·Accident investigation surveys

Survey of R/V KILO MOANA owned by the Office of Naval Research

The fleet includes vessels larger than 280 feet
that are able to work worldwide, intermediate
size regional vessels which carry about 20
scientists for up to a month, and smaller coastal
vessels under 130 feet. JMS is also inspecting
vessels owned by the US Coast Guard and
Office of Naval Research which conduct
National Science Foundation research. This past
year JMS inspected the USCGC HEALY (WAGB20), a 420 foot polar icebreaking research vessel,
the RV KILO MOANA, a 186 foot SWATH
owned by the Office of Naval Research, and the
global research vessel THOMAS G.
THOMPSON also owned by the Office of Naval
Research. The JMS inspection team surveys
each vessel on a biennial basis and conducts
roughly ten surveys per year. Each
research vessel is surveyed
alongside and underway
during the 2-day
inspection.
JMS' 3-person inspection
team surveys all scientific
support equipment, ship
machinery, hull, superstructure, decks, interior
tanks, voids, other spaces and equipment that
are accessible, navigation and communications
equipment, lifesaving and firefighting
equipment. Onboard scientific instrumentation
and laboratory spaces, as well as shore-side,
shared-use equipment, are also inspected for
operational suitability and adequacy. All deck
equipment and machinery dedicated to

This past year, JMS conducted research
vessel inspections aboard:
Vessel
RV CAPE HATTERAS
RV MARCUS LANGSETH
RV KILO MOANA
USCGC HEALY
RV THOMAS THOMPSON
RV CLIFFORD BARNES
RV SAVANNAH
RV WALTON SMITH

Length
135’
235’
186’
420’
274’
66’
92’
96’

Location
Beaufort, NC
San Diego, CA
Honolulu, HI
Honolulu, HI
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Savannah, GA
Miami, FL

Operating Institution
Duke University
Lamont-Doherty Earth Obs.
University of Hawaii
US Coast Guard
University of Washington
University of Washington
University of Georgia
University of Miami

Owner
National Science Found.
National Science Found.
Office of Naval Research
US Coast Guard
Office of Naval Research
University of Washington
University of Georgia
University of Miami

JMS also assisted NSF in the development and
scientific effort including cranes, over-the-side
implementation of new Rope and Cable Safe
handling systems, winches, wire and cable are
Working Load Standards to establish operating
inspected and exercised for suitability,
principals, structural design, maximum
operational performance and general
permissible loadings, tests, and documentation
condition. Documentation relating
of science research overboard handling
to vessel equipment,
operations and
procedures, are R/V MARCUS LANGSETH Survey
reviewed as part
of the inspection.
The survey ensures
the ship is compliant with
the University-National
Oceanographic Laboratory System
(UNOLS) Research Vessel Safety
Standards (RVSS) and the regulatory
requirements of the United States
Coast Guard (USCG), American
Bureau of Shipping (ABS), and
international regulatory bodies as
applicable.

USCGC HEALY Oceanographic Inspection
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understands the importance of the
science mission requirements of the
vessel and balancing them with the
operational, regulatory, and budget
constraints.

Survey of NOAA Vessel McARTHUR II

JMS provides the NSF with current
documented reports that assist in the
evaluation of vessel condition and in
developing funding objectives for
maintaining the vessels and the
scientific equipment in a high degree
of operational readiness to meet
oceanographic research objectives.
systems. The standards are found in the RVSS
Safety Standards Appendix A and B.
JMS has been conducting research vessel
inspections for the National Science Foundation
since 1997. JMS recognizes that the sea-going
scientist is the end customer aboard UNOLS
vessels and the inspections must ensure that the
ship can serve the science mission effectively
and safely. The JMS inspection team

NOAA Research Vessel Fleet Ship Structure and
Machinery Evaluation
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) is a scientific agency
within the United States Department of
Commerce focused on studying conditions of
the oceans and the atmosphere. NOAA operates
a wide assortment of hydrographic survey,
oceanographic research, and fisheries research

vessels. NOAA awarded a contract to JMS to
conduct a Ship Structure & Machinery
Evaluation Survey for the research vessels
McARTHUR II and DELAWARE II.
JMS conducted a ship check of each vessel and
provided a technical report evaluating the
condition of NOAA ship McARTHUR II in
Newport, OR and NOAA ship DELAWARE II in
Woods Hole, MA. The objective of the
evaluations is to identify the present condition
of each vessel and determine potential
remaining service life of each vessel with respect
to hull structure; main and deck machinery;
electrical systems; auxiliary systems; and vessel
navigation/communications
systems. This was used
to determine a rough
order of magnitude
estimated cost for
each vessel to have
a service life of at
least 6 years without
anticipating major
repairs.

JMS Marine Surveys and Vessel Inspections in 2011
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Vessel

Location

RV CAPE HATTERAS
RV MARCUS LANGSETH
RV KILO MOANA
USCGC HEALY
RV THOMAS THOMPSON
RV CLIFFORD BARNES
RV SAVANNAH
RV WALTON SMITH
RV ENDEAVOR
MV TONGASS RANGER
RV DELAWARE II
RV MCARTHUR II
Tug
Tug
Tug
Tug DON RAUL
RV MOANA WAVE
MV RESPONSE
MV BABY DOLL

Beaufort, NC
San Diego, CA
Honolulu, HI
Honolulu, HI
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Savannah, GA
Miami, FL
Narragansett, RI
Ketchikan, AK
Woods Hole, MA
Newport, OR
Toledo, OH
Buffalo, NY
San Juan, PR
Santo Domingo, DR
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Mystic, CT

79
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MARINE CASUALTY RESPONSE
& PREVENTION

pumping air into the intact compartments.
After 77 days on-site, the vessel was stabilized
upside down and towed to deeper water and
scuttled.

Container Vessel Refloating
The M/V ANGELN was a 132 meter container
vessel equipped for the carriage of dangerous
goods. On 21 February 2010, the vessel departed
Vieux Fort, Saint Lucia bound for Barbados
under questionable loading conditions. Shortly
after departure, a problem with stability
developed and the vessel took a considerable
list. The weather conditions at the time of the
accident were fair, the ship did not touch
ground, and a collision did not take place. The
order was given to abandon ship, which all 15
crew did successfully. The vessel capsized and
sank approximately two miles beyond the sea
buoy. The ship was lying on its starboard side in
32 meters of water with approximately 13
meters of clearance between the hull and high
water. Several containers washed up on the
Saint Lucia coastline.
JMS acted as representative for the Saint Lucia
Air & Sea Ports Authority (SLASPA) for the
duration of the salvage operation. After
reviewing the available data and cargo
manifests, the JMS salvage engineer advised the
Port Authority of the feasibility of various wreck
removal options from refloating to cutting and
lifting in place in order to prevent the wreck
from becoming a hazard to navigation. JMS
reviewed the salvors' bid proposals for
refloating the wreck and relocating it to deep
water. The salvage plan called for parbuckling
the vessel upside down, towing it to a deeper
location, and sinking it there.
The salvage operation began in early July.
During the preparations for the refloating, a
sheen on the water surface was observed. The
source of the sheen was determined to be from
leaks in one or more of the three containers filled
with barrels of bitumen. A Pollution Abatement
and Container Removal Plan was prepared to
limit the amount of pollution from the leaking
bitumen. It was determined that removing the
three bitumen containers would be the best
method for limiting pollution. The bitumen
containers were removed prior to re-floating the
vessel.

provided the amount and location of cargo that
would need to be removed before the
capabilities of the available tugs could pull the
grounded vessel safely off the river bank. The
vessel was safely refloated 15 days after running
aground.

Bow of Container Ship ANGELN Breaks the Surface

Salvage Engineering Support for Oil
Spill Response Drills

Salvage Engineering Response in S. America

JMS provides salvage engineering
and marine casualty response
services to ship operators and salvage
companies. This past year JMS
provided salvage engineering
support for two major oil spill
response drills as a result of
increasing industry and government
efforts to step up oil spill response
times and effectiveness. This
government and private sector
initiative is part of the national
Preparedness for Response Exercise Program
(PREP) required under the Oil Pollution Act of
1990 (OPA 90).

JMS provided on-site naval architecture
support to a salvage response effort for a Dry
Bulk Cargo vessel aground in a Colombian river
port. The vessel was aground on a built-up sand
bank at the entrance to the channel blocking all
commercial traffic in and out of the port. High
river stages resulted in extreme currents and
continuously shifting sand banks around the
grounded vessel making the refloating
operation particularly challenging. A HECSALV
model was developed on-site and used to assess
the residual strength and stability of the fully
loaded, grounded vessel. The HECSALV
program was then used to design a safe and
efficient cargo offloading plan. The plan

The first drill was in May, and was a major oil
spill response drill in Oceanside, California. JMS
provided salvage engineering support to the
T&T Bisso/FOSS salvage team and the shipping
division of Chevron. JMS's naval
architect/salvage engineer worked side-by-side
with the T&T Bisso salvage master, Chevron
Shipping Company naval architects and Foss
Maritime Company operations managers in a
collaborative effort to provide realistic solutions
to the oil spill response drill scenario. The
overall exercise involved federal, state and local
agencies as well as many commercial resources
of an oil spill response effort. The purpose of the
drill was to exercise oil spill response plans, to

Dry Bulker aground in a Colombian river port.

Upon removal of the bitumen containers, the
salvage operations were able to progress. The
debris field around the wreck was cleared. Air
lines were attached to all intact compartments
for re-floating. The salvage operations were
severely delayed due to the sea state conditions.
The salvage and diving crew were dealing with
3 knot currents and 6-8 ft waves. The ANGELN
was finally parbuckled upside down by
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operate lines of communication and expose any
weaknesses that may exist in an effort to refine
oil spill response measures.
The second drill was in Boston, Massachusetts
in late September and was sponsored by
Reinauer Transportation, a major ATB and tank
barge operator in the northeastern U.S. The oil
spill drill was a joint effort between the
Department of Environmental Protection, the
U.S. Coast Guard, Reinauer and Resolve
Marine. Using HECSALV computer models of
Reinauer's vessels, JMS developed a realistic
damage scenario in advance of the drill. The
drill tested the response plans and efforts to
mitigate a potential oil spill in an effort to further
enhance response efforts and expose any
weaknesses to be addressed. Working with
Reinauer and the salvage team from Resolve,
JMS provided the on-site salvage engineering
assessment used to rapidly develop salvage and
lightering plans.

Search for BONHOMME RICHARD
JMS maintains a strategic alliance
with the non-profit Ocean
Technology Foundation whose mission
is to “foster excellence in ocean exploration,
marine research, and education”. JMS provides
marine engineering, technical expertise and
staff support to the foundation and
has developed several high-profile
national and international
programs including six
expeditions in search of the U.S.
Navy's most famous ship, the
BONHOMME RICHARD.
The 2011 BONHOMME RICHARD
Expedition mission was to investigate
and classify targets found in 2010. The USNS
GRASP, a U.S. Navy diving and salvage vessel,
was the platform used for operations. With 20
U.S. Navy Salvage Ship GRASP

U.S. Navy Divers Prepare for Historic Dive

DIVING SUPPORT
Divers Institute of Technology
divers and two Master Divers on board, a U.S.
Navy deep diving record of 233 feet was set in
the North Sea. The experience of diving mixed
gas at depths over 200 feet, deploying over 70
tons of equipment, flying-in the mixed gas
system and chamber, and setting up dive station
on the GRASP, while forward deployed,
exercised the entire logistics network.
This, in itself, was a valuable exercise
for all involved because it
highlighted the logistic difficulties
and generated solutions that can be
utilized to streamline future Navy
operations and save valuable time.
Prior to this operation, only 2 divers
out of the 22 onboard had a real-world
working knowledge of mixed gas diving.
The qualification process for these types of
operations is good, but it is not a substitute for
real world difficulties of current,
temperature and platform
deployment in adverse conditions.
The team also had the benefit of
two Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles, a side scan sonar and
magnetometer. Twenty-three
target sites were ruled out as being
the BONHOMME RICHARD, and
next year OTF hopes to return for another
survey. A film crew from Discovery Channel
Canada joined the expedition and is producing
a documentary called “Mighty
Ships,” which will air sometime next
year.
A special thank you goes to Marine
Pollution Control, Budget Boat
Towing and Salvage Company, and
DM Consulting for their support of
this year's expedition.
OTF also thanks the following
collaborators for their tremendous
support in this search:
·Military Sealift Command - USNS
GRASP
·Mobile Diving Salvage Unit 2
·N a v a l M e t e o r o l o g y a n d
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Oceanography Command
·Naval History and Heritage Command
·U.S. Naval Forces Europe - Sixth Fleet
·Naval Oceanographic Office
·U.S. Naval Academy

2011 proved to be a momentous year for JMS
subsidiary, Divers Institute of Technology (DIT)
located in Seattle, Washington. In early 2011,
DIT relocated from Ballard to a
newly renovated Lake
Union waterfront
facility in Fremont
that provides hightech classrooms,
increased office
and student spaces,
an enhanced
student resource
l e a r n i n g c e n t e r,
expanded welding facilities,
and state-of-the-art diving tanks that are used
for welding and burning classes. The diving
barge platforms have been completely
renovated with additional manifolds and
upgraded dive stations. Remarkably, the move
that took place over a two-month period did not
interrupt class schedules.
The DIT 28-week Commercial Diver Course
meets all ANSI and CSA requirements for
qualification as an Unrestricted Surface
Supplied Air Diver. Graduates receive their
certifications from the Diver Certification Board
of Canada (DCBC). The DCBC has reciprocity
agreements with the HSE, ADAS, and IMCA,
and is both recognized and accepted globally,
allowing DIT graduates to seek employment
from anywhere in the world. DIT normally has
between 130 and 160 students on campus at any
one time and will graduate 218 students in 2011.
As the core course continued to be revised and
enhanced during 2011, DIT also began
developing advanced course modules,
including advanced NDT, Diving Medical
Technician, advanced welding, Hyperbaric
Technician, and unexploded ordnance (UXO).
DIT's 165-foot deep diving training vessel,
RESPONSE, was overhauled and enhanced
during 2011. The RESPONSE is fully-equipped
to support air, mixed gas and oxygen diving
operations as well as surface decompression

DIT Commercial Diver In-training

dives. DIT is the only U.S. commercial diver
training school offering genuine at-sea diving
operations.
DIT has also formed an exclusive alliance with
The Underwater Centre at Fort William,
Scotland to provide advanced SAT and ROV
training at the Fort William facility for all North
American divers who have the required
experience and training.
DIT has always maintained a refresher course
program available to all DIT graduates. As the
core curriculum continues to be enhanced and
additional advanced training modules are
offered, DIT envisions that their core
curriculum along with the opportunity for
advanced training will lead to a life-long center
for continued education.

Diving Operations at Bath Iron Works
JMS has been providing on-site supervision and
project management supporting all diving
operations at Bath Iron Works for the past 19
years. This past year underwater operations
once again supported the manufacture and
delivery to the U.S. Navy of two new Arleigh
Burke destroyers and the shipyard
infrastructure to launch and maintain these
modern and highly sophisticated warships.
Many of the dives undertaken at BIW support
the aging facilities including piers, pilings,
sacrificial anodes, fire pump inlet cleaning and

inspection operations. In addition,
hull inspections are performed on
ships following launch and sea trials
and some minor ship's husbandry
diving is performed to clean fouled
masker belt and prairie air holes. The
dive team also inspects the
destroyers' sonar domes and
performs minor grooming repairs.
JMS maintains an underwater
camera and DVD recording
capability on site that is employed to
document quality assurance of the
dive tasks and in some cases provide
evidence of needed repairs. The 15
acre land-level transfer facility (LLTF)
and the 750 foot long floating drydock now employed in full production require
recurring preventative maintenance
inspections and occasional underwater repair.
Since the shipyard is situated on the Kennebec
River in Maine, extreme seasonal climatic
variations coupled with very large tidal
fluctuations and heavy silting can and do
require continued underwater maintenance
actions.
The JMS diving supervisor provides written
reports on all tasking and maintains historical
data for continual vigilance and improvement
of the dive team. While this shipyard work is
ongoing, the three, old incline launch ways are
being demolished and the area that they
occupied is being filled-in to provide further flat
space for future modernization. With the
advent of the DDG 1000 class destroyers, BIW
foresees diving related work to continue at a
steady pace. Ted Sek, the shipyard liaison and
diving program manager, retired from BIW in
September after more than 35 years of service.
Ted always provided excellent support to JMS
from within the shipyard. His presence, humor
and quick wit will be greatly missed. As JMS
embarks on our 20th year in partnership with
Bath Iron Works, we look forward to our
continued commitment to provide BIW with
safe and efficient diving operations 24/7.

The Dive Team at Bath Iron Works

Other News...

New Hires
Michael Droesch joined JMS in June 2011 as a
Naval Architect. Michael graduated from Tufts
University in 2010 with a bachelor ’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering. During his time at
Tufts, Michael worked as a mechanical
engineering intern at two different divisions of
the naval defense contractor, Curtiss Wright
Corporation. As an intern with their Flow
Control division, Michael assisted in the design,
analysis and quality assurance of valves and
flow control systems for naval vessels. In his
second year as an intern at their Embedded
L-R: Michael Droesch and David Forrest

Computing division, Michael designed
electrical system housings and layouts for
military vehicles. He then went on to earn his
masters degree in Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering from the University of
Michigan in 2011. While completing this
degree, Michael conducted research on flexible
appendages for high-performance sailboats,
and developed a code for calculating hull
resistance as a function of a boat’s leeway angle.
Michael is a longtime competitive sailor and has
many years of on-the-water experience.
Michael’s background provides him with firm
skills in engineering analysis,
structure, stability and vessel design.
He is currently involved in a variety
of projects with JMS, including
vessel stability analysis using
HECSALV, design and modeling
using AUTOCAD and Rhinoceros
3D, and is expanding his practical
knowledge of the industry through
on-site visits and vessel surveys.
David Forrest joined JMS in May
2011 as a Naval Architect. He
graduated in April 2011 from the
University of Michigan with a
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degree in Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering. His course work focused on
marine dynamics, structures and
hydrodynamics. As part of the NA&ME
Department internship program, David
worked with Marine Industries NW, Inc and
Aventura Boats. At Marine Industries NW, he
spent time working in the shipyard learning
first hand about ship repair and conversion. He
also worked with the engineering team to
perform structural assessments and cost and
weight estimates for future projects. While in
the Dominican Republic with Aventura Boats,
he worked to develop new tour boat designs
and created new arrangements to suit client’s
needs. As a member of the University of
Michigan Human Powered Submarine Team, he
helped design and build ONE-person
submarines for the 2009 and 2011 International
Submarine Races, gaining experience in solid
modeling, composite construction, and both
manual and CNC machining. David is currently
involved in a variety of projects with JMS
expanding his knowledge of the design process
and software programs such as HECSALV, Algor
FEA, and AutoCAD.

Executive Management Promotions
JMS has named Blake Powell to the position of
President. Mr. Powell previously served as Vice
President. Rick Fernandes, who has been with
the firm since its founding, has been named Vice
President. Jack Ringelberg will remain onboard
as Chief Executive Officer and Bruce Banks,
who founded JMS in 1988, remains Chairman.
Blake Powell, President
Mr. Powell previously served as JMS Vice
President and has over 20 years of experience
providing naval architecture, marine
engineering, marine surveying and marine
casualty response services to a commercial and
government client base representing all aspects
of the maritime industry. Mr. Powell earned his
degree in Naval Architecture from the
University of California. He is a former US Navy
Diving & Salvage Officer, Accredited Marine
Surveyor with the Society of Accredited Marine

Surveyors and a licensed captain. His
background is a unique combination of formal
engineering education, senior management
experience, and vessel operations experience.
He is a member of the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers [Vice
Chairman of New England Section] and the
American Society of Naval Engineers [past
Chairman of Southern New England section
and Regional Councilmember].
Rick Fernandes, Vice President
Mr. Fernandes has served as JMS Creative
Director since 1995 and has over 20 years
experience in marine engineering, related
technical visuals and manages JMS marketing,
advertising and new business development. He
also manages JMS' vessel computer modeling
business offering sales and development of
CargoMaxTM computerized shipboard vessel
loading programs and HECSALVTM salvage
engineering response services through JMS'
ERnet program. As Creative Director of JMS'
computer animation and visualizations projects
he has contributed to 11 internationally
broadcast documentary films for the Discovery
Channel, The Learning Channel and the
National Geographic Channel on the subject of
historical marine disasters.

Letter from the President
Continued from the front page...
Although we are proud of our past
accomplishments, we realize that our
continued success depends on a commitment to continuous improvement.
Whether it is engineering, marine surveying, marine casualty response, or diving
support we strive to back up our reputation with pragmatic results that bring real
value to our customers every day. This
year’s newsletter describes many of these
projects. I hope you enjoy reading it and I
encourage you to send me your comments
at Blake@JMSnet.com or (860) 536-0009,
ext. 14.
Best regards,

T. Blake Powell

Scan here to download a copy of
this newsletter to your
smartphone:

iPhone App Update
We’ve updated our iPhone
app of the U.S. Navy Salvor’s
H a n d b o o k . Ve r 2 . 0 i s
optimized for the iPad and
iPhone 4 and includes a
handy in-app “Calculator” for
estimating bollard pull. A
number of other calculators
are in the works: Hydrostatic
Pressure, Flooding Rate,
Ground Reaction, Force to
F r e e , To n s P e r I n c h
Immersion, Moment to Trim
One Inch and many others.
Scan here to get your copy:
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